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Foreword
Hon. Colin Barnett, MLA - Premier of Western Australia; Minister for State Development
It is my great pleasure to share with you this pictorial record
of one of the State’s most signiﬁcant infrastructure projects
– the Australian Marine Complex (AMC) ﬂoating dock and
transfer system.
The AMC is already a premier destination for the marine,
defence, oil and gas and resources industries; now it is home to
the world’s most technically advanced ﬂoating dock.
This increased capability will dramatically enhance local
industry and keep Western Australia at the forefront of major
project delivery.
The State’s desire to secure key marine and defence
contracts was the underlying driver for the floating dock and
transfer system.
The goal was to position Western Australia to play an integral
role in the maintenance and support of the Royal Australian
Navy’s Collins Class submarines, ANZAC frigates and Landing
Helicopter Dock ﬂeet.

collaboration to deliver the best possible result for the State;
cost effective infrastructure with ﬂexibility to support a range
of industries.
It is also important to acknowledge the previous government for
its contribution to this project.
The AMC Common User Facility was the ﬁrst industry speciﬁc
complex in Australia to provide common use infrastructure on
such a scale. The facility has grown from strength to strength
providing state-of-the-art facilities and attracting a wide scope
of major projects to the state.
The commissioning of the ﬂoating dock and transfer system
demonstrates our commitment to keeping Western Australia at
the forefront of the marine, defence, oil and gas and resources
industries. These items are of immense economic signiﬁcance
and will inject an estimated $2billion in project work to the State
over the next 25 years.

Importantly, the ﬂoating dock and transfer system will also
support commercial shipbuilding activities as well as oil and
gas and other infrastructure project delivery.
I commend both LandCorp and the Department of Commerce,
along with the entire Project Reference Group, for their
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Colin Barnett

Premier Colin Barnett

Hon. Brendon Grylls, MLA - Minister for Lands
The Australian Marine Complex (AMC) ﬂoating dock and
transfer system, located at Henderson, south of Perth, will bring
enormous beneﬁt to Western Australia.

The self-propelled modular transporter system is an additional
component to be used to move not only submarines and naval
vessels, but also oil and gas jackets and platforms.

Already construction of the project has made a considerable
economic contribution to the State through use of local
business.

This infrastructure will be used to service boats and subsea oil
and gas equipment in the North West Shelf and other offshore
exploration and production areas. All of Western Australia
beneﬁts from these resource projects.

Not only has this created jobs but the delivery of the world’s
most technically advanced ﬂoating dock is testament to the
expertise that exists in Western Australia.
As owner of the AMC Common User Facility, LandCorp has
delivered an infrastructure solution that will beneﬁt multiple
users and industries.

Minister Brendon Grylls

Brendon Grylls

Hon. Troy Buswell, MLA - Minister for Commerce
Western Australia has long been considered the ‘resources
state’, but the marine, defence and oil and gas industries are
increasingly important to our ongoing prosperity.

The Government of Western Australia is committed to
establishing the AMC as a subsea oil and gas centre of excellence
servicing Australia and the Asia-Paciﬁc region.

The Department of Commerce is responsible for policy and
business development at the Australian Marine Complex (AMC)
which, through the Common User Facility (CUF), has enabled
Western Australia to be a world leader in delivering major
projects across these industries.

The increased capability provided by both the ﬂoating dock and
transfer system is integral to delivering this commitment as it
will ensure all these important industries continue to prosper
for the beneﬁt of all Western Australians.

In particular, the CUF has helped develop tens of millions of
dollars in infrastructure to capitalise on our rich oil and natural
gas deposits.
The dock’s width provides additional ﬂexibility allowing for the
testing and maintenance of large subsea structures which can
be ﬂoated and submerged for trials, a huge value add for oil and
gas industry clients which utilise the CUF.

Minister Troy Buswell

Government of Western Australia
Department of Commerce

Troy Buswell
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Common use infrastructure at its best
The Australian Marine Complex Common User Facility (CUF) is a world class provider of major common use infrastructure
enabling companies to conduct maintenance, service, fabrication and assembly projects in the marine, defence, mining and oil
and gas industries.
The facility includes:
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

A protected deepwater harbour
Four serviced wharves with dredged berthing pockets to accommodate vessels up to 300 metres in length
Heavy loadout capability including a 300 tonne loadout crane
80 metre by 60 metre by 42 metre state-of-the-art main fabrication hall with 200 tonne portal crane and two auxiliary cranes
3,700 square metre fabrication hall with 20 tonne crane
1,000 square metre warehouse/fabrication hall and a 200 square metre workshop
40 hectares of sealed and serviced laydown and construction area

The CUF provides a safe, secure and productive site available to any user with a suitable project. All facilities are leased based on
individual project durations and requirements. The CUF equips industry with vital infrastructure for the fabrication, assembly and
loadout of major projects.
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Delivering the vision
In 2003, the Western Australian Government commenced
investigations to identify infrastructure that would attract
and provide for the oil and gas industry, service ship building
requirements and the need to dock Royal Australian Navy
vessels and large commercial vessels on the west coast
of Australia.
The new facility was to support maintenance capability as
well as ship construction, up to and including the largest
naval units under consideration at the time.

dock, a vision originally conceived in 1999, would be the most
suitable and adaptable solution combined with a wheeled
self propelled modular transporter system which would be
suitable for the safe transfer of ships and submarines from
the dock to land.
In 2006, internationally acclaimed naval architects, and the
world’s foremost authority on the design and construction of
ﬂoating docks Clark and Standﬁeld, were appointed to design
the AMC ﬂoating dock.

Extensive research and collaborative discussion with defence,
marine and oil and gas industries concluded that a ﬂoating

The vision: To provide world class
common use infrastructure to support
the marine, defence, mining and oil
and gas industries into the future.
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Two-part solution
The resulting AMC ﬂoating dock design is exceptional in its
practicality and versatility. Conceived as a two-part dock, Stage 1
consists of a 99 metre by 53 metre pontoon that is capable of lifting
vessels up to 12,000 tonnes for service and provides the capability
to transfer vessels and modules up to 3,500 tonnes to land.

The design allows for a second stage to be built that will adjoin
the dock and provide an additional 132 metres docking capacity.
The second stage will be attachable as required and operated
seamlessly as one complete 232 metre unit.

4.5

41.8

5.6

11.2

In defence of a nation
In keeping with the May 2009 Defence White Paper, the AMC
ﬂoating dock will provide signiﬁcant strategic beneﬁt to national
security, allowing Royal Australian Navy (RAN) vessels, including
major destroyers and other large vessels, to be serviced on the
Western Australian coast.

Through foresight during the design process, a cost effective
opportunity exists to provide full service capability to handle every
RAN vessel including the Landing Helicopter Deck vessels which
have a docking weight of approximately 25,000 tonnes, in a region
of strategic importance.

Stage 1 of the dock facilitates service and maintenance of RAN
Collins Class submarine and ANZAC frigate ﬂeets at the AMC
Common User Facility.
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More than just a dock

Home grown expertise

To deliver the full common use potential of the ﬂoating dock
the project required a number of additional components to be
completed. Developed in six stages the entire project included:

More than 70 per cent of the total project was completed by Western
Australian companies. The $60million contract to build the ﬂoating
dock was awarded to AMC-based ship builder Strategic Marine
which in turn contracted AMC-based engineering ﬁrm Phillips
Engineering to construct the dock’s sidewalls housing all of the
high-technology smart components.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Expansion of the AMC Eastern Wharf
Construction of the ﬂoating dock
Delivery of the transfer system
Dredging an 18 metre deep sink pocket in the AMC harbour
Civil works to create the transfer wharf and upgrade load
capacity of transport route
6. Service upgrades including electricity, water and ﬁre
provisions.

Georgiou completed civil and marine engineering components
including the transfer wharf abutting the ﬂoating dock to
allow the transfer of vessels using the self propelled modular
transporter system. The project, which included construction of a
lay-by wharf and other services including ﬁre, water and electrical
mains, was completed using a local workforce. In all, more than
$125million was injected into the State’s economy.
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Built ship shape
The AMC ﬂoating dock was built very much like a ship and classed
as such by international certiﬁcation agency Bureau Veritas.
Construction was completed in two main phases. The pontoon
base was constructed at Strategic Marine’s Vietnam facility
under the company’s exacting quality control and process
management standards.
The pontoon base consists of 24 watertight chambers through
which water is transferred in a highly technical and automated
process that ensures the correct support and positioning for
vessels as they are docked and transferred.
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On Tuesday 18 November 2008, the 4,300 tonne, 99m long by
53m wide pontoon (the size of a football pitch) was lifted via 39
1.5m diameter air bags and rolled into the water.
In a ﬂoat-on / ﬂoat-off process, not unlike that which the dock
would ultimately perform, the pontoon was loaded onto a
Dockwise semi-submersible heavy transport vessel and shipped
to the AMC for installation of the superstructure including
computer operating systems, power source, topsides, sidewalls
and cranes.
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World class control
A specialised project team of more than 120 technicians,
engineers and contractors completed the dock’s 840 tonne
superstructure at the AMC Common User Facility. The sidewalls
and topside modules contain the ‘smart’ components of the
dock and were installed in six sections to the pontoon base by
Phillips Engineering over the course of two months.
Developed speciﬁcally by IDAC West for the AMC ﬂoating dock,
the unique control system includes both ballast and manoeuvring
systems and allows the dock to be moved within the harbour
simply by entering GPS coordinates on a touch screen. The
system consists of six automated winches which move the dock
in a number of predetermined positions and hold it steady during
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load-on and load-off procedures. The system automatically
positions and controls the dock’s function allowing a vessel of up
to 3,500 tonnes to be moved by just three people.
The ballast control system maintains buoyancy and stability by
sensing the depth of the dock, the bending stress, the angle of
heel or trim and water levels within the ballast tanks. No other
ﬂoating dock in the world can move in more than one direction
and very few docks are able to transfer and ofﬂoad vessels.
The dock’s control system is highly intelligent. Should Stage 2
be built, both docks can be operated independently. Join them
together and the control system will automatically think and
operate as one 232 metre dock.
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Delicate moves
Transferring vessels and modules on land is a delicate process
requiring much planning to ensure proper load and stress
management.

trailer units, three four-line trailer units, three three-line trailer
units and four power packs to move vessels and heavy modules
up to 3,500 tonnes, all via remote control.

Of prime importance in the selection of a transfer system was
the requirement to maintain the hull integrity of Royal Australian
Navy Collins Class submarines during transfer between the
ﬂoating dock and ASC West, ASC Pty Ltd’s submarine repair and
maintenance facility.

While the SPMT system is vital for the transfer of submarines,
it also provides applications for a range of clients. The SPMT
system will also service commercial shipbuilders, oil and gas
companies and other contractors to transfer heavy vessels and
modules including super yachts, oil and gas jackets, topsides
and platforms, wharf decks, ship loaders, process plants and
other large structures.

A series of highly detailed safety cases were conducted to ensure
the wellbeing of vessels which resulted in the commissioning of
a self propelled modular transporter (SPMT) system.
The $18million SPMT system was built in Germany by Scheuerle,
a world leader in this technology, and comprises 18 six-line
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Each wheel of the system operates independently to ensure equal
distribution of weight and minimal bend and ﬂex throughout the
length of the load. For full speciﬁcations refer to page 39.
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Leading dredge
To facilitate the unique operations of the dock an 18 metre deep sink pocket was excavated adjacent to the Southern Wharf.
Flanders Dredging Corporation was contracted to perform the task using the world’s largest and most powerful cutter suction
dredge the Leonardo da Vinci in an intensive three week operation.

Environmental management
Protection of the marine environment surrounding the AMC
Common User Facility was of utmost importance throughout
the entire design and construction process.
The dredging project won International Association of Dredging
Companies recognition for its environmental management
practices. Health of the sensitive seagrass meadows was
monitored by an independent environmental consultant and at no
time during the entire project were any harmful readings recorded.
Water quality was also maintained by placing all dredged sea bed
materials in onshore containment areas and settlement ponds
before any water discharge back into the Cockburn Sound.
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The dock was also designed to contain any spillage on the dock’s
ﬂoor. All substances will be separated by specially designed
ﬁlters and captured in tanks within the pontoon base. Even
rainwater will be contained by the system to ensure nothing falls
off the dock’s edge and into the sea. Any ﬂuids from the dock
ﬂoor will later be discharged on land in accordance with strict
procedures resulting in minimal environmental impact on the
local marine ecosystem.
All operations related to the ﬂoating dock and transfer system will
be managed in strict accordance with the AMC’s environmental
management plan.
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Trials and completion
Undergoing commissioning trials, the dock, guided by GPS and
positioned through six fully-automated winches, moved seamlessly
through a series of onloading, ofﬂoading, docking and transfer
manoeuvres. Float-on and ﬂoat-off tests were conducted with
the Volvox Anglia, a 67 metre long vessel weighing 1,300 tonnes,
and proved the ﬂawless performance of the ballast control system
which maintains buoyancy and stability.
The system senses what depth the dock is at, whether the structure
is experiencing bending stress, the angle of heel or trim and water
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levels in the ballast tanks. The key technology is the dock’s central
processor which collates all this information and calculates the
ballast transfer required to make the dock perform in accordance
with predetermined instructions.
At the completion of trials, the ﬂoating dock was handed
over to commence commercial operations at the AMC Common
User Facility.
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Vision in action
The AMC ﬂoating dock is the world’s best. It can perform functions of which no other dock is capable and all in an automated fashion
requiring few personnel. It’s the dock’s control system, in particular the manoeuvring system, which makes the AMC ﬂoating dock
exceptional and recognised as the most technologically advanced in the world.
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Innovative approach for a common solution
The AMC Common User Facility (CUF) was established to
provide a world class centre of excellence for manufacturing,
fabrication, assembly, technology, repair and maintenance
servicing the marine, defence and resource industries - a vision
which is enhanced by the operations of the ﬂoating dock and
transfer system.
The dimensions and versatility of the ﬂoating dock allows for
a range of applications not usually associated with this type
of infrastructure. The AMC ﬂoating dock and transfer system
will service Royal Australian Navy needs and commercial
shipbuilding, including the State’s growing super yacht industry.
Additionally, it will provide support to oil and gas projects by
facilitating the underwater testing of subsea structures.
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Speciﬁcally designed to service a range of applications, the
infrastructure adds to the total service offering of the CUF making
it the ideal facility for multi-faceted projects. As with any piece of
infrastructure at the CUF, the ﬂoating dock and transfer system
is available to anyone in the world with a suitable project.
Users can lease the ﬂoating dock for the duration of their project.
They gain efﬁciencies through low set-up costs, competitive
lease rates, access to a highly skilled workforce and a safe
operating environment, providing an advantage when bidding
for major maintenance and construction projects across the
marine, defence and resources sectors.
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Proﬁtable ﬂoat
The AMC ﬂoating dock and transfer system has made, and
will continue to make, a signiﬁcant contribution to the Western
Australian economy. More than 70 per cent of construction costs
have come to the State through the use of local content and
more than 100 Western Australians were employed during the
ﬂoating dock’s construction.
The transfer wharf and other necessary infrastructure upgrades
were also undertaken by local contractors representing further
investment in Western Australian industry.
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The AMC ﬂoating dock and transfer system will signiﬁcantly
enhance the capability of local industry and its applications
across a range of industries to complete projects not previously
feasible within Western Australia. It will deliver ongoing
economic beneﬁts to the State driving more than $2billion in
project work over the next 25 years.
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Cultural celebration
The AMC ﬂoating dock and transfer system have provided
an opportunity to celebrate the region’s cultural heritage by
recognising the area’s traditional owners, the Nyoongar people.
Both the ﬂoating dock and self propelled modular transporter
(SPMT) system have been given traditional Nyoongar names,
Yargan and Kaalil.
Yargan is the Nyoongar word for tortoise, derived from the story
of two young boys who swam in a forbidden waterhole. For their
sins, Yargan and his friend Yaaman were each turned into a
tortoise by the Wagyl, the Nyoongar peoples’ Rainbow Serpent
responsible for creation, which made them carry a rock on their
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back i.e. their shells, for all eternity. Similarly, the ﬂoating dock
is amphibious in its functions and will carry heavy vessels to
transfer them to and from land and water.
Kaalil is the Nyoongar word for soldier ant. In many ways the
SPMT system resembles a chain of ants carrying many times
their own body weight, whereby the trailers will be linked
together to transfer heavy vessels and modules to and from the
ﬂoating dock.
The AMC thanks the South West Aboriginal Land and Sea Council
and Nyoongar Elders for their counsel and permission.
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Speciﬁcations – Floating Dock
PRINCIPAL CHARACTERISTICS
Length overall
Length of pontoon
Beam overall
Width inside sidewalls
Clear width inside fenders
Depth of pontoon
Height of sidewalls above baseline
Freeboard
Max depth water above pontoon deck
Maximum draught
Maximum allowable vessel draught*
Maximum allowable loading
Lifting capacity
Pumping time to raise maximum load
Transfer capacity (MLW)
Average transfer load distribution
Maximum distributed transfer load
* Based on 2m block/cradle height
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102.3m
99.0m
53.0m
44.0m
41.8m
5.5m
18.7m
2.0m
11.2m
16.7m
9.2m
150 t/m
12,000 t
2 hrs
3500 t
56 t/m
69 t/m

CLASSIFICATION
Bureau Veritas
EQUIPMENT
Power generation

1

hull . Machinery

Main 1 x 2000kva
Emergency 1 x 600 kva
Dewatering pumps
4 x 75 t/min
Fire pumps
2 x 100 t/hr
Manoeuvring
6 x 30 t winches
Control system
automated dock evolution control system
Vessel haul in
4 x 20 t capstan
4 x berthing trolleys
Vehicle access ramps
2 off

Speciﬁcations – Self Propelled Modular Transporters (SPMT)
Transporter Module PEKZ 210.12.4

Transporter Module PEKZ 140.8.2

18 UNITS

3 UNITS

Ambient temperature
Adm. bending moment for platform

approx. 5.600 x 2.430 mm
approx. 1.150 mm
approx. 1.500 mm
approx. 700 (± 350) mm
8 units
2 units
4 units
2 unit
approx. 2 x 60 kN = 120 kN
approx. 4 x 55 kN = 220 kN
16 x 355/50-20 Solid
Rack and pinion gear / approx.
+130° / -100°
approx. –20° C up to +40° C
approx. +7.785 kNm / -6.262 kNm

5600
700

Ambient temperature
Adm. bending moment for platform

1450

approx. 4.200 x 2.430 mm
approx. 1.150 mm
approx. 1.500 mm
approx. 700 (± 350) mm
6 units
2 units
3 units
1 unit
approx. 2 x 60 kN = 120 kN
approx. 3 x 55 kN = 165 kN
12 x 355/50-20 Solid
Rack and pinion gear / approx.
+130° / -100°
approx. –20° C up to +40° C
approx. +7.785 kNm / -6.262 kNm

4200
700

2430

1400

620

COG

1450
2430

1450
2430

620

COG

Platform dimensions, L x W
Platform height, lowered
Platform height, driving position
Lifting / compensation stroke
Number of wheel bogies, total
Number of wheel bogies, driven
Number of wheel bogies, braked
Number of wheel bogies, non-braked
Tractive force at 400 bar
Brake force
Tyres
Type of steering / steering angle

2430

1400

840

1500 ± 350 laden

1450

1500 ± 350 laden

2430

1400

840

1500 ± 350 laden

8400
700

Platform dimensions, L x W
Platform height, lowered
Platform height, driving position
Lifting / compensation stroke
Number of wheel bogies, total
Number of wheel bogies, driven
Number of wheel bogies, braked
Number of wheel bogies, non-braked
Tractive force at 400 bar
Brake force
Tyres
Type of steering / steering angle

1450

620

COG

1450
2430

Ambient temperature
Adm. bending moment for platform

approx. 8.400 x 2.430 mm
approx. 1.150 mm
approx. 1.500 mm
approx. 700 (± 350) mm
12 units
4 units
6 units
2 units
approx. 4 x 60 kN = 240 kN
approx. 6 x 55 kN = 330 kN
24 x 355/50-20 Solid
Rack and pinion gear / approx.
+130° / -100°
approx. –20° C up to +40° C
approx. + 7.785 kNm / -6.262 kNm

1 km/h
*) 107.600 kg
13.600 kg
121.200 kg
**) 40.400 kg

840

Platform dimensions, L x W
Platform height, lowered
Platform height, driving position
Lifting / compensation stroke
Number of wheel bogies, total
Number of wheel bogies, driven
Number of wheel bogies, braked
Number of wheel bogies, non-braked
Tractive force at 400 bar
Brake force
Tyres
Type of steering / steering angle

1 km/h
*) 144.100 kg
17.500 kg
161.600 kg
**) 40.400 kg

1500 ± 350 laden

1 km/h
*) 216.500 kg
25.900 kg
242.400 kg
**) 40.400 kg

3 UNITS
Technical data:
Reference travel speed
Payload, approx.
Dead weight, approx.
Admissible gross weight
Admissible axle load

1500 ± 350 laden

Technical data:
Reference travel speed
Payload, approx.
Dead weight, approx.
Admissible gross weight
Admissible axle load

1500 ± 350 laden

Technical data:
Reference travel speed
Payload, approx.
Dead weight, approx.
Admissible gross weight
Admissible axle load

Transporter Module PEKZ 100.6.2

*) Stated payload without dead weight of PPU or other accessories **) Axle limit load including additional loads and max. driving distances up to 2.000 m
Scheuerle Fahrzeugfabrik GmbH • P. O. Box 20 • D-74629 Pfedelbach • Phone ++49(0)7941/691-0 • www.scheuerle.com
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